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Diadema Press, United States, 2013. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Welcome to the gaslit, cobblestoned streets of Paris, 1910.
Florbela Sarmentos, 21, knows what she wants: art, romance, and to free her father from the prison
of Portugal s despotic King Manuel II. Born in Lisbon, educated in London and at a painting
academy in Cherbourg, France, the cosmopolitan Florbela moves to Paris and takes up residence in
the wildly bohemian enclave of La Ruche, there to pursue a creative life. Some of the yet-to-be-
discovered artists living in her building are Diego Rivera, Amedeo Modigliani and Marc Chagall. By
day she paints, and by night she attends parties with the residents of La Ruche, who introduce her
to collectors and creative spirits in Paris s fabled Sixth Arrondissement. Along the way, Florbela
attracts several hot-headed admirers, two of whom become so inflamed with jealousy that they
become each other s deadly enemies. But Florbela s fledgling artistic and social life is soon
eclipsed, when she can no longer escape the political shadow of her father, a Portuguese writer
imprisoned in Lisbon for criticizing the corrupt monarchy. Florbela tries to find news of...
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ReviewsReviews

It is straightforward in read through preferable to fully grasp. It is really simplistic but excitement in the 50 percent of the pdf. Your life span will be enhance
once you comprehensive looking at this pdf.
-- Jorge Hammes-- Jorge Hammes

Simply no words and phrases to clarify. It really is full of knowledge and wisdom You wont feel monotony at at any moment of the time (that's what
catalogs are for relating to when you question me).
-- Paolo Spinka-- Paolo Spinka
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